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Abstract: Evaluation of density of temperature coefficients of mu-mesons intensity in the atmosphere was carried out. 
Results of continuous observations of mu-mesons component at different zenith angles and data of aerological prob-
ing for the period of 2004-2010 years were used for that. 
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1 Introduction 
 
It is known [1], that observed variations of cosmic rays, 
(CR) mu-mesona intensity in the atmosphere is a super        
position of effects of various nature. It is given by change 
of conditions either in interplanetary space or in the at-
mosphere of Earth (pressure, temperature, redistribution 
of masses). Variations of mu-mesons intensity, registered 
at the level 0h  in the atmosphere at the point that has-
geomagnetic edging threshold cR , is usually [1] per-
formed as in expression 
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where: � �h�  - barometrical coefficient of mu-mesons 

intensity,  � �hwt  - function of temperature coefficients 
density that reproduces contribution of atmospheric lay-
ers into creating of intensity’s  temperature effect, 

� �hT�  - temporal variations of the atmosphere tem-

perature depended on height, � �R
D
D�

 and � �0,hRW  - 

variations spectrum of initial flow and relation  coeffi-
cients for mu-mesons component of CR correspondingly. 

It is assumed that barometrical coefficient and tempera-
ture coefficients density of CR’s mu-mesons intensity are 
known. Theoretically calculated values of temperature 
coefficients density obtained earlier [2, 3] for surface 
mu-mesons telescopes with shields has ��� 0,4 GeV 
threshold and for underground mu-mesons telescopes 
with ��� 1,6 GeV. Obviously, it is necessary to use 
experimental values of this parameters for correctly tak-
ing into account meteorological effects of mu-mesons 
intensity.  
 

2 Evaluation of meteorological coeffi-
cients of mu-mesons intensity 

 
At the same time, variations of CR’s mu-mesons intensi-
ty (1) can be represented in the network of linear approx-
imation as multiple-factor regression equation where 
barometrical and temperature effect of CR’s initial varia-
tions are expressed through the factors 4321 ,,, xxxx :  
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Resultant factor y  is mu-mesons intensity variation; 

factor 1x  - changes of atmospheric pressure; 

factor 2x  - changes of temperature of variable-mass 
layer (surface layer);  
factor 3x  - changes of average-mass temperature of the 
atmosphere; 
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factor 4x  - changes of neutron component intensity that 
conditioned by changes of initial CR’s flow spectrum  
Equation (2) introduced in standardized scale, where  
 � � Yii Yyy ���^ ; � �

jXjjiji Xxx ���^ ; 

� �ni ,1� , � �mj ,1�  - standardized variables, and stan-

dardized regression coefficients j�  finds from the solu-
tion of the system of equation: 
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where  
kjj XXYX rr ,  - coefficients of pair linear correla-

tion between the variables.  
Conversion from standardized coefficients  j�  to 

sought-for coefficients of multiple-factor regression jA     
is made by ratio: 

jXYjjA ���� .    (4) 

Meteorological coefficients of mu-mesons intensity (ba-
rometrical coefficients 1A , temperature coefficients for 

surface layer 2A , coefficient for average-mass tempera-

ture of the atmosphere 3A ), experimentally obtained 
using this method, are shown in  Table 1 for general 
ionize component (G.I.) and for mu-mesons at different 
zenith angles.  For this aim, results of aerological probing 
and data of continuous observation of CR’s mu-meson 
component in Novosibirsk for the period of 2004 – 2010 
years are used. 
 

3 Evaluation of temperature coeffi-
cients density of mu-mesons intensi-
ty  

 
It is shown [4], that integral (from the whole atmosphere) 
temperature effect of mu-mesons intensity can be 
represented as an effect of weight average by mass tem-
perature of the atmosphere  
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Where kT�  and  kh�  - changes of temperature and 

mass of the atmosphere’s layer k  correspondingly.  
Knowing of temperature coefficient of mu-mesons inten-
sity for average-mass temperature of the atmosphere 3A  
helps to evaluate temperature effect of mu-mesons inten-
sity for whole atmosphere (integral): 
� � mi TAJJJ ��� 3 . 

 
  

jA  
  1A  

(%/mb) 

 2A 10-2 

(%/deg) 

   3A  

(%/deg) 

  4A

G.I. -0.175 -0.033 -0.222 0.375 

   0 -0.143 -0.042 -0.328 0.482 

  30 -0.139 -0.047 -0.313 0.429 

  40 -0.142 -0.047 -0.317 0.397 

   50 -0.149 -0.049 -0.384 0.433 

   60 -0.169 -0.050 -0.308 0.220 

   67 -0.233 -0.061 -0.324 0.267 

   71 -0.430 -0.045 -0.355 0.393 

Table 1. Meteorological coefficients of mu-mesons in-
tensity. 

 

For evaluation of temperature coefficient of intensity on 
isobars multiple-factor regression equation (2) for 12 
factors can be used, where resultant factor y  - variations 

of mu-mesons intensity: mTA �3 , factors kx  - changes 

of temperature on isobar k : kiT� . However, consider-
ing the fact that division of the atmosphere into separated 
layers is conditional, significant correlation (not only pair) 
between values of the temperature of every layer is ob-
vious, that confirmed by dispersion diagrams and calcu-
lated values of pair correlation coefficients. Thereby, 
direct solution of multiple-factor regression task seems to 
be impossible and such methods as ridge regression gives 
artificial noisy result that can’t give stable solution. In 
this connection, principal component method is used [5]. 
The procedure of separation of principal components is 
similar to spinning that maximize dispersion of the initial 
space of variables. This method makes it possible to get 
orthogonal projections of initial temperatures on princip-
al components’ subspace. In this case, direct solution of 
regression task becomes possible. Obtained in principal 
components’ subspace temperature coefficients are con-
verted to initial space using convert matrix. Obtained 
values of density of temperature coefficients intensity 

tw for general ionize component (G.I.) and mu-mesons 
component at the different zenith angles in the atmos-
phere are shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of temperature coefficients density 

for mu-mesons intensity in the atmosphere. 
 

4 Conclusion 
 
Results obtained, makes it possible, at the first side, to 
find temperature component of variations of mu-mesons 
intensity, and at the other side, to get information about 
temperature mode of the atmosphere.  
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